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REASONS WHY
We are worried about next generations’ future 
and our planet’s health.

We consider food waste as a global challenge 
that calls for local responses and everyone’s 
action.

EVERY YEAR…
1.3 billion tons of food is wasted1  

1.4 billion hectares of land (28 percent of the 
world’s agricultural area) is used to produce 
food that is lost or wasted2 

3.3 gigatons of Greenhouse Gases are 
generated by food waste: the third-largest 
emitter3 

Food waste costs 143 million€ in Europe: 12 
percent of this sum comes from restaurant 
industry4



Food waste reduction is both a European and 
global priority

This is why the European Commission is 
committed to reaching the UN Sustainable 
Development Goal 
Target 12.35 to halve per capita food waste at retail 
and consumer levels by 20306 

There is an urgent need to raise individuals’ 
awareness and reduce food waste

This is why reducing food loss and waste is an 
integral part of the EU Farm to Fork Strategy and a 
mandatory achievement for Member States7.

5 Sustainable Development Goal 12.3 of the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
6 The “Farm to Fork Strategy – For a fair, healthy and environmentally-friendly food system” is at the 
heart of the European Union’s “Green Deal”. It declares the Commission’s commitment to “halving per 
capita food waste at retail and consumer levels by 2030”
7 Food loss and waste prevention (europa.eu)

WE 
ACKNOWLEDGE 
THAT



CALL TO ACTION
LIFE FOSTER’s CALL TO ACTION targets food service 
professionals, trainers, educators, students, and 
citizens.

We propose commitments to become food waste
prevention Ambassadors and have an active role in
shaping a better future.

Join us and subscribe the MANIFESTO FOR FOOD
WASTE PREVENTION.

TAKE ACTION 
NOW AND 
DECLARE YOUR 
COMMITMENT!

BE OUR AMBASSADOR:
www.lifefoster.eu/manifesto



Plan menus and orders. Buy less but more 
frequently. Purchase without excess from a 
proper supplier

Major suppliers are not always the most 
convenient. To reduce the stock and related costs, 
it is often preferable to have a nearby supplier 
who can deliver small quantities

Suppliers’ participation in sustainable restaurant 
service makes purchasing more efficient. You can 
also consider buying “ugly” products that retailers 
usually do not sell because of their appearance
If you have food surplus, you can re-distribute it 
through local charities and/or distribution apps. 
On the other hand, re-consider planning carefully 
and monitor product usage to optimise it

Manage food products properly to guarantee 
food quality and safety. Check state of freshness 
when you receive products and use-by date. This 
will avoid food wastage

Apart from cost control, proper management 
favours your guests. This means having a rotation 
and fresh food to offer. If guests get used to 
eating fresh food, they will trust producers

VOLUNTARY 
COMMITMENTS 
FOR FOOD 
SERVICE 
PROFESSIONALS



If guests leave food on their plates, you can 
propose a “gourmet bag” to take it home

With unavoidable food waste – i.e. non-edible 
parts – you can produce compost and animal 
feed. Otherwise, you can give it to companies that 
will make bio-products and bio-energy

Develop a good communication system. Favour 
communication between kitchen and room staff. 
Favour dialogue with your suppliers and your 
guests

To sell at the right time what the kitchen offers, 
effective communication between those who take 
care of the preparation and those who deal with 
the sale is fundamental

Good and straightforward communication with 
suppliers and guests favours mutual trust

Communicating your commitment to food waste 
prevention to your guest will enhance your 
reputation. You can also consider involving your 
suppliers in joint communication campaigns on 
food waste prevention

Propose menus with variable servings in 
accordance with guests’ needs. Be more flexible 
in your offer to avoid wastage

The quantity of food should be clearly indicated. 
The client should decide what to eat and how 
much. It is necessary to create a dialogue 
between producers and consumers, justifying 
the choice of indicating the quantity with the aim 
of preventing waste and respecting the guest’s 
needs

A clear vision of the menu and careful selection 
of recipes will help distinguish your restaurants. 
You should analyse guests’ preferences as well as 
needs and cook accordingly



Optimise the use of ingredients through recipes 
that encourage “nose-to-tail” as well as “root-to-
leaf eating” 

Technology for preservation and preparation of 
food, if used consciously and responsibly, can be 
an ally to reduce food waste, reduce consumption 
and energy costs and finally yet importantly save 
time.

Today’s leftovers and surpluses can turn into 
amazing next day recipes with an even better 
taste. Get inspired by culinary traditions to use 
them with a pinch of creativity

The cleaning and preparation (mise en place) of 
the ingredients also play a crucial role. Check the 
quality and the quantity of the products before 
cooking, use proper tools and technology

Measure ingredients carefully at all steps – from 
product reception to food preparation and to 
food serving

Measuring prevents food wastage and excessive 
water as well as energy consumption. It improves 
efficacy as well as effectiveness.

You can adopt monitoring tools like Food Waste 
Flow Balance, the monitoring tool developed in 
the LIFE FOSTER project

Up-date your skills through targeted vocational 
training on food waste prevention

You can find your training among multiple 
LIFE FOSTER solutions – including e-learning 
programmes on food waste prevention, thematic 
webinars

8 Source: The chefs’ manifesto action plan, https://sdg2advocacyhub.org/chefs-manifesto



Update professional profiles for restaurant 
industry with food waste prevention skills

Highlighting skills for food waste prevention will 
set a specific focus on the importance of working 
effectively against this problem and save costs

Incorporating food waste prevention contents 
into vocational training programmes for 
restaurant industry will help future professionals 
to adopt correct behaviours in their job places

Students can be Food Waste Prevention 
Ambassadors during their in-company training, 
internship or apprenticeship and in their job 
places, later on

Train trainers and teachers in food waste 
prevention

Starting with train the trainers programmes is 
essential to have stronger impact on the problem 
and durable effects in your organisation. You can 
adopt the LIFE FOSTER model and toolkit that are 
based on scientific evidences

You can find your training among multiple 
LIFE FOSTER solutions – including e-learning 
programmes on food waste prevention, thematic 
webinars

VOLUNTARY 
COMMITMENTS 
FOR TRAINERS 
AND 
EDUCATORS



Train students to use and consume food 
responsibly. This will benefit the company where 
they will work and themselves

Respect for food from production to consumption 
goes through restaurant professionals – both 
back and front-of-house. Put emphasis on food as 
a value and not just as a commodity (love food)

Include food waste prevention in school learning 
programmes at all grades, to make students 
aware of the importance of healthy and 
sustainable food consumption

Train students in measuring ingredients 
carefully at all steps – from product reception to 
food preparation and to food serving

The use of food waste monitoring tools, like Food 
Waste Flow Balance, will make students more 
aware of how good they are in prevention (reduce 
waste)
Food waste monitoring will also help control 
expenditure in food products used in laboratories

Show how to optimise the use of ingredients 
through recipes that use all edible parts. Be 
creative and encourage “nose-to-tail” as well as 
“root-to-leaf eating”9 

Tradition combined with a creative touch and 
proper technology will help vary ingredients and 
recipes
The (re-)discovery of more “ancient” food 
products – e.g. sorghum, millet – can contribute 
to introduce new sources for proteins

The cleaning and preparation (mise en place) of 
the ingredients also play a crucial role. Check the 
quality and the quantity of the products before 
cooking, use proper tools and technology

9 Source: The chefs’ manifesto action plan, https://sdg2advocacyhub.org/chefs-manifesto



Favour your students’ creativeness, show how to 
use a larger variety of products – including local, 
seasonal and “ugly” food – and propose recipes 
that are more traditional

Emphasise the importance of communication in 
food waste prevention

This means developing a good communication 
system between kitchen and room staff, with 
restaurant suppliers, as well as restaurant guests

You can also promote food waste prevention 
events to communicate with and raise the 
awareness of both the VET system and citizens



Plan ahead

Once a week, take some time to plan what you 
will be eating in the following seven days, and 
only buy the ingredients you need

Buy wisely

Buy a small quantity of food, so you can easily 
store and manage it. Consider buying fresh and 
local

Keep clean your refrigerator and freezer

This practice will extend the lifetime of your 
appliances and prevent food spoilage. It will also 
avoid excessive energy consumption

Adopt suitable precautions when stocking and 
conserving food, with special regard to fresh 
products
  
Be creative with food

Do not throw leftovers away, but use them to 
create a new meal

  
Use food ingredients entirely

All edible parts of food can be recipe ingredients. 
Be a champion of “nose-to-tail” and “root-to-leaf 
eating” 10

VOLUNTARY 
COMMITMENTS 
FOR STUDENTS 
AND CITIZENS

10 Source: The chefs’ manifesto action plan, https://sdg2advocacyhub.org/chefs-manifesto



MAIL: info@lifefoster.eu

PHONE:  +39 049 8658925

LIFE FOSTER: Training, education and communication to reduce food waste in the food service industry.
This project is co-funded by the LIFE Programme of the European Union.

Any communication or publication related to the project, reflects only the author’s view and the European commission is 
not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.
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